
Unhand Me (Short Film) - Full Project Description

My short film details the struggles of authentic identity, in a world where hiding
our true selves provide security and protection. I was highly inspired by directors Wes
Anderson and Wong Kar-wai, whose contrasting styles I used to depict the different
realities we experience.

Plot Overview

Unhand Me opens with a silhouette over a late sunset, before quickly panning to
a coldly lit house and backyard, shifting its tone. A figure in black, somewhat blending
into the background, intrudes into the house. The character wields a knife, suggesting
their profession and intentions, but it is never fully revealed. The mainly blue palette and
high contrast is evocative of Wong Kar-wai’s films. A grandiose piano melody, almost
like an anthem, sets up an air of confidence and pride, which is later swiftly cut off.

The scene shifts dramatically in terms of composition and color, reminiscent of
Wes Anderson, with pastel/pink palettes and overhead shots of intricate, staged
placements of props. An officer receives a phone call about a home invasion attempt,
hinting towards the character first seen in the beginning. However, the officer seems
dismissive and files away the report, although suggesting that fingerprints could be
collected at the scene. In the background is the diegetic sound of a radio broadcast,
making the mood of the scene relatively calm, mundane and, at times, comical with the
dialogue.

We return to the main character, where it is disclosed that they were unable to
commit the planned murder, and accidentally left behind fingerprints, as they did not



wear fully concealing gloves. An inner voice berates them for the failure, recounting
previous successes, but the montages of intense hand-washing and cleaning suggests
fear, guilt and despair. It is also when the blue saturated tones are the most prominent.
Out of the blue (no pun intended), they decide to leave the life of crime. The loud radio
static is cut off.

There is a match cut to the protagonist moving away, and opening up to the
world for once without the barrier of gloves. It calls back to the scene in the bathroom
sink, and a box of hair dye implies a change in identity (physically). Throwing caution to
the wind, the plastic gloves from the box are disposed of, and the protagonist officially
embraces the surroundings without fear. New props that accumulate juxtapose the
cleaning supplies seen before, while a joyful commercial jingle plays on the radio,
pointing to a state of bliss in the mundane daily life. For once, the scene is completely
silent when the character extends and opens up their hands.
While still following the Anderson-style composition, the color palette drifts to a sudden
orange and green, as the character lights a candle. The birthday song playing attempts
to create a simple, blissful mood, but its pitch change downwards reverts us back to the
opening scene.

We return to the backyard, except the inner voice reveals that the life out of crime
was just wistful thinking. The protagonist ends up finishing the job successfully, in fully
covered gloves, while intercutting to the previous dream sequence. The music features
a simple, somber piano tune with a low fidelity feel, completely contrasting the opening
track. It ends with a police report filed of an unsolved murder, with the exact case
number that appeared in the phone call scene.



Inspirations

Wes Anderson
The Grand Budapest Hotel, The Royal Tenenbaums

- Distinct pastel / vibrant color palette
- Overhead shots with purposefully constructed sets & props
- Symmetrical, balanced compositions with a sense of fictionality

I utilized Anderson’s style for the film, when I wanted to portray a dream-like
vision of being true to one’s self. Color grading was integral to create a more
harmonious color scheme, and props that were selected were usually of a warm,
pink/orange tone. The dollhouse look perpetuated the idea that the scenes were more
fantasy than reality, indicating the rosy yet unrealistic prospect of being authentic.
However, it instills hope and optimism. I used a 4:3 aspect ratio to mimic older films,
creating a sense of longing and nostalgia that contrasts to its counterpart.



Wong Kar-wai
Happy Together, In the Mood for Love

- Moody, dark + melodramatic cinematography
- Heavy contrast of lighting and color
- Themes of crime, loneliness and retrospection

Wong’s cinematic style reflects a more realistic, although depressing outlook on
identity. I used more saturated blue tones in homage to Happy Together, which follows
the themes of finding liberation in oneself. The nonlinear narrative structure also mirrors
his style. The cinemascope aspect ratio, which is the norm for most films today, makes
the film appear more solemn, cinematic and dramatic, as these sequences are intended
to show the reality of identity.



Other Inspirations
Angel Heart (1987)

Starsky and Hutch (1974-79)



BTS Production



Script + Storyboard
















